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The game problem of convergence under conditions of incomplete informa- 
tion about phase coordinates is considered. The method used here is similar 
to that proposed in [1 - 41 which makes it possible to reduce the considered 
problem to that of conflict control analyzed in a suitable functional space. 

A construction similar to the retrograde procedure described in [S] is used 
here as an auxiliary device for deriving a stable system of sets that are neces- 
sary for the positional solution of a convergence problem by the extremal ai- 
ming rule [2 - 41. 

1. Let us consider in an n -dimentional Euclidean space fin the vector linear dif- 

ferential equation 

dx J dt = A (t) x - u + v, 2 EE R” (1.9 

where U and 27 are control actions exercised by the first and second player, respecti- 

vely, subject to constraints 

UEP(Q, vEQ(t) (1.2) 

It is assumed that sets P (t) and Q (t) in R” are nonempty and closed, their depen- 
dence on t is measurable (see [S]) , and that they satisfy the conditions 

II u II < a (% II v II =G B w (1.3) 

for all u E P (t) and v E Q (t), Matrix A (t) and functions a (t) and p (t) are as- 
sumed summable over any finite segment _ 

A closed target set defined by variables t, x is selected in the space R1 X liln, 

We restrict the problem to that of convergence at instant 6 , and assume that set M is 

convex and lies entirely in the hyperplane t = 6. The aim of the first player is to bring 
the phase vector 2 [fi] onto set &r by the appropriate selection of control u [t] . The 

aim of the second player is to prevent this. We assume, as in [2 - 41, that vector x E 
R” is subject to some nonsingular linear transformation (see [S]) which converts Eq. (1.1) 
to 

dxidt =--u+v (X.4) 

and simultaneously transforms constraints (1.2) and set ikf in a known way. We retain 
previous notation for the transformed sets, and note that all assumptions made about sets 

P (t), Q (t), and ii# are satisfied by the transformed sets. Functions u (t) and fi (t) 
in formulas (1.3) are replaced by some new summable functions for which we also retain 
previous notation. 

We assume that the first player when formulating his controls, knows at every instant 
t the convex compact set G [t] c R” which contains state x [t] realized up to that 

instant, at which he selects his control u [t] E P (t) on the basis of available informa- 
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tion. He may then be faced with any Lebesgue realization of ZJ [t] that satisfies con- 

straints (1.2) and is selected by the second player. 
Let US specify the nature of variation of the information sets G [t] with time. We 

assume, as in [2- 41, that whatever the instants t,, t* > t,, the set G it*] consists 
only of such phase states to which it is possible to translate the phase vector x It] at 

instant t* in conformity with the law (1.4) from points of set G [t,l by the exercise of 
controls u [t] and 0 [tl, t* < t < t* ) by the first and second player, respectively , 
in the course of the game. The specified condition of variation of set G [t) means in 
essence that whatever the instants t,, t* > t, the first player receives at instant t* 
complete information on controls u It] and V [tl, t, < t < t*, and that he can use 

such information only for determining more accurately the information sets, but not for 

formulating control actions u [t]. We also restrict the variation of information sets 

G it] by the condition 
G It1 E r 0) fL 5) 

where I’ (t) denotes a certain set of convex compacta in R” whose properties are de- 
fined below. 

The problem of control of the phase vector x [tl is, thus, replaced by that of con- 
trol of the information set G [ t] which contains the state t [t] realized at instant t , 
and the condition that ensures the translation of vector 5 I’@] onto set M now assumes 
the form 

G WI c M (1.6) 

2 . The mathematical formulation of the considered problem is based in [2- 43 on 
the one-to-one correspondence between convex compacta and their support functions, 

and subsequent absorption of the input problem in a more general problem of control in 
a suitable functional space. Hilbert space H formed by scalar positive homogeneous 
functions h (1) with the square integrable over the unit sphere 0 = {,J E R” : 11 I 11 
< I} and norm 11 h 11~ = <h, h>‘ll defined by the scalar product 

(h,, W = 1 hl(O hz (0 d (I} (2.1) 

where d (1) is the Lebesgue measure in @Rn. was taken in [2 - 43 as such functional 
space. 

The indicated absorption is then obtained in the following manner. We denote by 

p (I) the support function of set M and introduce the set 

L = (h E H : h (1) < p (Z), I E R”) (2.2) 

which in the generalized problem of control in space fl represents the target. It is 

assumed that (2.2) and all subsequent formulas for functions h (1) are satisfied for 
almost all 1. The pairs {t, h} are called positions. 

Let I” (t) be a one-parametric collection of sets in N that satisfy the following 
conditions : 

I- (t*> c r @*I* (t* > t*) (2.3) 

h, (I) <Ii* (I), h* (a) E I? (t) +h* (.) E I’ (4 
h, (I) = h* (I) + Z.2, h* (*) E r (t) 3 h* (*) E r (t) 

The first of these defines the accumulation of Information about the system in the 
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course of time, and the remaining formalize the properties of information sets. This 
means that) if at instant t a certain set G* c Rn can be obtained as an information 
set, then at the same instant any set G, C G* and, also, any set G, obtained from 
G* by a shift by vector x E R” can be realized at the same instant. 

Let gt (1) be some function dependent onparameter t which for any t > t, repre- 
sents an element of space H and satisfies the following conditions : 

gr* (I) = h* (4 (2.4) 

gf (-) E f (0 (t> t*) 

g,, (4 < gt, I4 @2 > 6 > t*) 

Any function g, (I, h,), of the form 

gt (I, h*)a = gt (0 + I* s v h1 dTY 
t* 

where g, (I) satisfies conditions (2.4) and u fz] is some measurable function that 

satisfies condition u [%I E Q (z) (a > t*), 
@*9 h*)* 

is called admissible function for position 

We identify the strategy u of the first player with the mapping 

u: {t, h} +u 1.1 

which associates a certain function u [z](+,t)that is measurable in any segment and sa- 

tisfies condition u [al E P (T), to any position {t, h} , Let A = (pi: t, = zO < 

z;<z,<...<t,<.. .} be some subdivision of semiaxis [to, 00). In confor- 

mity with [2f the motion from position (t,, he) induced by strategy u with subdi- 
vision A is defined by funct$.on ht (I) = h, (I; t,, h,,U, d) which.is determined by 

the following recurrent relationships: 

where ht, (I) = h, (Z), ui 1.1 = u (~4, h,; (e)), and gt (1; h,; (.)),, is an arbitrary 

function admissible for position {xi, ,&} E R’ x H. The problem 01 convergence 

can now be formulated as follows. 

Problem 1. Devise for position {to, h,} a strategy v, which for any number 
E > 0 determiner a number 8 = d (e) such that the inclusion 

(2.5) 

would hold for any motion h, (1) = ht (1; t,, ho, U,, A), provided the diameter of 
subdivision A does not exceed the number 6. 

It was noted in [2 - 43 that condition (2.5) of translating all elements ho (-) to the 
fairly small e -neighborhood of set L in the metric of space H simultaneously ensures 
the translation of all information sets C: [a{ to some fairly small, Euclidean neighbor- 

hood of set M , Problem I, may be , therefore considered to be a forma~zation of the 

input control problem. 
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8, We present the conditions of solvability of Problem 1 in accordance with [Z - 41 
and, also, describe the method used there for constructing the resolving strategy. 

Let w (t) C H (t, < t < 6) be a system of nonempty sets. We determine 

p (& h) = inf (11 k - Y 11 H : y E w (t)) (3.1) 

Let {fk} be some minimizing sequence of elements for p (t, h). We construct a 
sequence of elements Q E H as follows: 

fk(Z)-h(z), if f,(O<h(J) 
qk = (3.2) 

0, if fk(‘)>h(l) 

Let Q (t, h) be the totality of all possible weak limits of all possible sequences qk 

of form (3.2). We denote by S (t, h) the following set of vectors: 

Lqt,h)= 
1 
sERn:s=S z.~(z)d{z},~(.)ESZ(t,h) 

e I 

and by S, (t, h) an arbitrary function that associates vector s = s, (t, h)E s (t, h) 
to any position {t, h} , and then determine set P,(@ = p,@) (t, h) as the totality 

of vectors U* E p (z) which satisfy the condition 

u* -s,(t, h) =urnny.Me (t, h) 

Since P (T) is measurable, sets P,@) are measurable in z , when t and h 

are fixed (see, e. g. , [ 6 I). 
The strategy UC’) extremal to the system of sets w (t) (t, < t < 6) is determi- 

ned by the mapping 

IV”, : {t, h} + u [ * 1 

which associates to any position {t, h} an arbitrary measurable function u [T] (r > 

t) that satisfies condition u [‘t.] E PJe) = P,(e) (t, h) (.t > t\. 
In conformity with [2 - 41 we call the system of sets w (t) C H (ts < t < *) 

u-stable, if for any t,, t* E [to, fit], t* > t*, f+ E w (t*), and admissible func- 

tion g, (1; h&, there exists a measurable function u [t] (t* < t < t*) with values 
in P (t) such that 

i 

t* 

g,. (I; h*), - I* s u 1x1 oh E w-P*) 
t* I 

The function of extremal strategy is determined by the following lemma. 

Lemma 1. If w (t) (t, < t < fi) is a u -stable system of sets and ylr (fi) 

c L , the strategy extremal for the indicated system of sets resolves Problem 1 for any 

position {to, h,}, h, E W (t,). 
Thus to solve the problem of convergence for position {ts, ho} it is sufficient to 

construct some u -stable system of sets that contains that position and at instant 6 ter- 
minates in set L. 
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4. The program absorption construction described in [2 - 41, although similar to 
that in [‘l , 81, is modified to suit the particular characteristics of the problem of cont- 

rol with incomplete information. In the regular case the program absorption sets form 
a u -stable system of sets that terminate at instant 6 in L, hence in conformity with 

Lemma 1 they can be used for solving Problem 1. 
Another method is proposed for obtaining the maximal u -stable system of sets. It 

is similar to the method of retrograde constructions in [3, 51, but modified to suit the 
particular characteristics of the problem considered here, 

As in [S], we determine for any arbitrary A and R C R the operation of geomet- 

ric difference 

AIR==={hEH:h+BCA} 

As in the finite-dime~ional case the relationships 

(4.1) 

(A __1. B) ” c = A _fl (B -t C) 

are valid. 
(A + B) Y_ C II (A.--f_ C) + B 

Let G be some set inR*. Let us determine the set 

(4.2) 

A (G) = {h E H 

The relationship 

A (G, + G3) = 

: h (I) = Z-x, x E G) 

is evidently valid for arbitrary sets G, 

A (G,) + A (Gs) (4.3) 

and G, c R” and the compactness or conve- 
_ 

xity of set G implies compactness or convexity of set A (G) c N , respectively. 
We introduce mapping vt : 2H -+ 2” which associates to any set A C H the 

set qt (A) of elements h E H which have the following properties: any element 

g E H, g (1) G h (07 krd g E I’ (t) satisfy the inclusion g E A. Let A = 

{Ti : t, = t, < Xl< . . . < T, = @) be some subdivision of segment It,, 61. 

We determine sets Wi CI: R (i = 1, 2,. ,.., m) by the following recurrent formula: 

Tm-t+l ‘m-i+1 

wi = %m_r+l ((WC1 + A ( 1 P (z) dZ)) z._ A (’ 1 Q (2) dZ)) (4.4) 
‘m-i %x-i 

where it is assumed that IV, = L. Note that owing to the completeness of sets P (x) 
and Q (z) , and to conditions (1.3) , the multiple-valued integrals of P (r) and Q (r) 
in formulas (4.4) are convex nonempty compacta in R” [ 9 I. 

Each of setsWiin formulas (4.4) represents the cut by hyperplane t I= Tm_i of the 
program absorption of the proceding set Wj_r at instant ‘tm_i+r. 

The properties of sets Wi (i = 1, 2 , , ,. . , m) approximate those of the u-sta- 
bility , namely that for any h, E T/VI and function g, (8; h& (I6,+ < t < %~i+r) 
admissible for position {r,+, h,) there exists a measurable function u [t] (X,-i < 

.t <z \ ,_i+l) with values in P (t) such that 
Tm-i+l 

(g~,_i+Jz; h*L - I* 1 24 I%1 df} E Wit1 
+m-i 
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Below we denote set W, by WA and define the set 

where CIOSS sections are taken at all possible subdivisions A of segment [to! 41. It 
can be shown that the formula 

is valid for any sequence of subdivisions {A,) such that Ai+r C Ai and Ai # Ai+l. 
Let us consider the system of sets WC (t) 

nition of WC (t) implies that WC (e) 
= WC (+; t) (t, < t < a). The defi- 

= .L and, consequently, that the obtained sys- 
tem of sets terminates at instant 6 in L. Bearing in mind the use of the derived system 

for solving Problem 1, we shall check the conditions of the u-stability of that system. 
Let A = {TV : tl = T1 < z.2 < . . . <z, = tz) be some subdivision of segment 
[tl, t,], L, be an arbitrary set in H, and WA* a set constructed over the subdivision 
A by the recurrent formula (4.6). where we have to set 6 = t,, t, = t,, and L = 
L,. Using the mapping of qt and formulas (4.2) and (4.3) we can prove by induction 
the validity of inclusion 

WA*C~~.((L,+h(S’P(r)dr))xh(~Q(r)dr)) (4.6) 
t1 t1 

To prove the u -stability properties of sets WC (t) (t, < t < #) on the basis of 
formula (4.6) we use the following easily verified relatio~hip: 

(4.7) 

i? (4 ” B) = (d 42 B 
i=l 

/jl(Ai + N4) = ( fi,Ail + A 62 

(AIzI)AsIAs=,. . .I>A~II.. .) 

where in the first two formulas A i and B C H are assumed to be arbitrary and in the 

last one set G is assumed compact and sets Ai are closed and satisfy the conditions 
appearing in parentheses. 

An important property of sets WC (t) (t, < t < 6) defined by formula 

is implied by formulas (4.5) and (4.6) with (4.7) taken into account. Formula (4.8) 
with allowance for (4.1) exactly defines the required u-stability property of the system 
of sets WC (t). Note that the definition of the recurent procedure (4.4) implies in 
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itself the maximum of the system of sets WC (t) (to < t < 6) on segment [to, 31. 
The described here useful, and in principle general, method of constructing stable 

bridges proves to be rather difficult in general practical applications. It is ) however , 
possible to give some specific examples of game problems of control in which the con- 
struction of such bridges reduces to fairly elementary operations, Because of this it is 

important to develop other, possibly less universal but easier to apply algorithms for 
constructing suitable stable sets for various, as far as possible general, particular cases 

in which the described here recurrent procedure is a reasonably effective tool for sol- 

ving certain game problems. 

The author thanks N.N. Krasovskii for useful advice and interest in this work. 
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